Hiding in B&N!

WISE CRACKS

Wizard Whitebeard has cast a happy spell! This scroll is inscribed with lots of jokes. Which one makes you laugh the most?

1. WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THE WAY WANDS SERVE THEIR TEA?
2. HOW MANY WIZARDS DOES IT TAKE TO CAST A SPELL OF INVISIBILITY?
3. WHY CAN’T WIZARDS CLEAN FLOORS?
4. WHAT DO YOU CALL A LAUGHING POTION?

MORE THINGS TO DO

- Make up your own joke in the space on the scroll and test it on your friends.
- Try out five different laughs!

Bring Waldo and his friends on all of your summer adventures!

WHERE’S WALDO?

There are four miniature Waldos hiding nearby—take a look at the bookshelves and other areas around you! Write down where you found him and return this sheet to receive a prize!*

* and don’t worry if you can’t find them all—you can still receive the prize!

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

I DON’T KNOW:

I CAN’T SEE THEM!

SPELLBINDING!

BECAUSE THE WITCHES STOLE THEIR BROOMS!

MAKES-YOU-GIGGLE-A-LOTIOUS!
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